Abstract. We prove that the derived category of a smooth complete intersection variety is equivalent to a full subcategory of the derived category of a smooth projective Fano variety. This enables us to define some new invariants of smooth projective varieties and raise many interesting questions.
Introduction
In recent years, derived categories of projective varieties attracted tremendous interest among algebraic geometers as well as physicists. Fano varieties in particular have been most intensively studied because their derived categories (1) determine the varieties completely due to the reconstruction theorem of Bondal and Orlov and (2) have canonical semiorthogonal decompositions by canonical exceptional collections of line bundles by the Kodaira vanishing theorem. Moreover, the derived categories of many Fano varieties of low dimension have been calculated quite explicitly.
Often the derived categories of Fano varieties are big enough to contain interesting subcategories. For example, the derived categories of hyperelliptic curves are full subcategories of the derived categories of intersections of two quadrics (cf. [6] ) and the derived categories of some special cubic 4-folds contain the derived categories of K3 surfaces (cf. [17] ). These results provide derived category theoretic explanations for the corresponding geometric results of [10, 27] and [3] . Analysis of derived categories may tell us where to dig (or where not to dig) when we are searching for a specific type of varieties.
In 2011, Bondal raised the following question (cf. [5] ). If the answer to this question is yes for all smooth projective varieties, namely if all smooth projective varieties are Fano visitors, then we can effectively reduce the study of the derived categories of all smooth projective varieties to the Fano case. Moreover we can define interesting new invariants of projective varieties Y by considering for instance the minimal dimension of Fano hosts of Y (cf. §5).
Here is the current state of knowledge for Bondal's question: In [5] , Bernardara, Bolognesi and Faenzi use homological projective duality to find a list of Fano visitors, including all smooth plane curves. In [28] , Segal and Thomas prove that for a general quintic 3-fold Y , there is a Fano 11-fold X such that there is a fully faithful embedding
. The purpose of this paper is to prove the following.
Theorem 1.2. All complete intersection smooth projective varieties are Fano visitors.
Our construction is quite elementary and completely different from [5, 28] even in the case of plane curves or quintic 3-folds. Our Fano host for a quintic 3-fold is only 5 dimensional. We expect that our construction will work for larger classes of varieties.
A lot of interesting questions follow from Theorem 1. 
Question 1.4. What is the Fano dimension of a complete intersection variety? What is the Fano number of each of these varieties?
We can also refine Bondal's question. For instance, when Y is holomorphic symplectic, we may ask for a Fano host X satisfying h 3,1 (X) = 1. Another possible way to refine Bondal's question is to require X to be of certain simple type. Our construction in §4 gives X as a hypersurface in a projective bundle over a projective space. Hence the answer to Question 1.6 is yes for all complete intersection smooth projective varieties.
We can also generalize the notion of Fano number. Notation. In this paper, all varieties are defined over the complex number field C. For a vector bundle F on S, the projectivization PF := Proj (Sym · F ∨ ) of F parameterizes one dimensional subspaces in fibers of F . For a variety X, D b (X) denotes the bounded derived category of coherent sheaves on X. The zero locus of a section s : O X → F of a vector bundle F over a scheme X is the closed subscheme of X whose ideal is the image of s ∨ :
Preliminaries
In this section we collect basic definitions and facts that we will use.
2.1. Semiorthogonal decomposition. We review semiorthogonal decompositions of derived categories of coherent sheaves. Our basic reference is [19] . 
We will write T = A 1 , · · · , A n to denote the semiorthogonal decomposition.
The notion of semiorthogonal decomposition plays a key role in the study of derived categories of algebraic varieties and lots of semiorthogonal decompositions have been constructed. We recall several constructions of semiorthogonal decompositions that we will use later.
Orlov proved that derived categories of projective bundles have semiorthogonal decompositions.
Theorem 2.2. [24]
Let E be a vector bundle of rank k + 1 on X and π : X = PE ∨ → Y be a projective bundle. Then
is a fully faithful functor for each i ∈ Z and we have the semiorthogonal decomposition
Using this semiorthogonal decomposition, Orlov obtained the blowup formula. 
are fully faithful functors for all i ∈ Z and we have the semiorthogonal decomposition
We will use the above results to prove that complete intersection Calabi-Yau varieties of codimension at most 2 are Fano visitors.
For the proof of our main theorem (Theorem 1.2), we will use the following theorem of Orlov (cf. [25] ) about hyperplane fibrations which was generalized by Ballard, Deliu, Favero, Isik and Katzarkov recently for higher degree hypersurface fibrations (cf. 
)). Then we have the semiorthogonal decomposition
D b (X) = q * D b (S), · · · , q * D b (S) ⊗ OX O X (r − 2), D b (Y ) .
Fano varieties.
In this subsection, we recall some properties of Fano varieties. We will use the following property of ample (resp. nef) bundles. 
For line bundles on toric varieties, the criterion is much simpler to check. 
Complete intersection Calabi-Yau varieties
In this section we prove that every complete intersection Calabi-Yau variety is a Fano visitor.
Construction. We assume that
we have a section w of O PE ∨ (1) whose zero locus X = w −1 (0) is a hypersurface in PE ∨ .
1 It is straightforward to check that X is smooth by using local coordinates. More explicitly, w is the composition
of q * s and the dual of the universal family
Here q : PE ∨ → S denotes the projective bundle map. Note that dim X = dim S + r − 2 and dim Y = dim S − r.
Since E is ample, O X (1) is ample and so is K −1 X . 3.2. Zero sections of rank 2 vector bundles. In this subsection, we consider a special case of r = 2 in the above construction. Note that dim X = dim S and dim Y = dim S − 2. Proof. Since Y = s −1 (0), the ideal sheaf I of Y in S is the image of the dual
The surjection E ∨ → I then induces a surjection Sym(E ∨ ) of the symmetric algebra onto ⊕ n≥0 I n whose Proj is by definition the blowupS of S along Y . Hence we obtain an embedding ofS into Proj(SymE ∨ ) = PE. Since the rank of E is 2, we have an isomorphism det E ⊗ E ∨ ∼ = E which induces an isomorphism
We thus have an embeddingS ֒→ PE ∼ = PE ∨ . By direct local calculation, one finds that this is precisely the zero locus of w. The completes the proof. Proof. Let Y be a smooth Calabi-Yau hypersurface in P n . The section s 0 defining the embedding P n → P n+1 and the defining section s 1 ∈ H 0 (P n , O P n (n + 1)) ⊂ H 0 (P n+1 , O P n+1 (n + 1)) of Y give us a section s of E = O P n+1 (1) ⊕ O P n+1 (n + 1) over S = P n+1 , whose zero locus is Y . By Lemma 3.2, X ⊂ PE is the blowup of S along Y . By Theorem 2.3, we have the semiorthogonal decomposition
By Lemma 3.1, X is Fano since E is ample by Theorem 2.12 and
When Y is a complete intersection Calabi-Yau variety of codimension 2 in S = P n , Y is the zero locus of a section of E = O P n (a) ⊕ O P n (b) for a, b > 0 with a + b = n + 1. By the same argument as in the codimension 1 case, Y is a Fano visitor.
General complete intersection Calabi-Yau varieties.
For general complete intersection Calabi-Yau varieties, we use Theorem 2.4.
Proposition 3.4. A complete intersection Calabi-Yau varieties Y ⊂ P n of codimension greater than 1 is a Fano visitor.
Proof. Let Y be a complete intersection Calabi-Yau variety in S = P n . Then Y is the zero locus of a section of an ample vector bundle E = ⊕ r i=1 O P n (a i ) for a i > 0, a i = n + 1. Since K P n ⊗ det E is trivial and E is ample, X is Fano by Lemma 3.1. By Theorem 2.4, we have the semiorthogonal decomposition
Therefore Y is a Fano visitor.
Combining Propositions 3.3 and 3.4, we obtain the following.
Theorem 3.5. All complete intersection Calabi-Yau varieties are Fano visitors. More precisely, if Y is a complete intersection Calabi-Yau variety of codimension
r in a projective space P n , then there is a Fano host X of dimension n + r − 2 for r ≥ 2 and n + 1 for r = 1. Moreover the Fano host X is a hypersurface of a projective bundle over a projective space.
Genki Ouchi observed ( [26] ) that by the above arguments we can actually choose a lower dimensional Fano host for a general complete intersection Calabi-Yau varieties. Proof. When r ≤ 2, the proposition follows from Proposition 3.3. When r ≥ 3, it is easy to see that S is Fano because Y is Calabi-Yau. Let a 1 , a 2 > 0 denote the degrees of f 1 , f 2 and let E = O P d+r (a 1 )| S ⊕ O P d+r (a 2 )| S which has a regular section s defined by (f 1 , f 2 ). By definition, s −1 (0) = Y and we have a smooth variety X = w −1 (0) ⊂ PE ∨ by the construction in §3.1 which is Fano by Lemma 3.1. By Lemma 3.2, we find that X is the blowup of S along Y and hence there is a fully faithful embedding
by Theorem 2.3. So we proved the proposition.
General complete intersection varieties
The goal of this section is to prove the following. Let S be a smooth projective variety and s be a regular section of a vector bundle E of rank r over S whose zero locus is a smooth subvariety Y = s −1 (0) of codimension r. By the isomorphism
we have a section w of O PE ∨ (1) whose zero locus X = w −1 (0) is a hypersurface in PE ∨ which is smooth by direct local calculation. The key point of the proof of Proposition 3.4 is recapitulated as follows.
Proposition 4.2. If X is Fano then Y is a Fano visitor.
Proof. By Theorem 2.4, we have the semiorthogonal decomposition
Thus, to prove that a variety Y is a Fano visitor, we only have to find an embedding Y ֒→ S such that Y = s −1 (0) for a regular section s of a vector bundle E over S of rank r = codim S Y and that X = w −1 (0) is Fano.
4.1.
Construction. Let Y be a smooth complete intersection variety in P n of codimension c. We may assume that Y is the zero locus of a regular section of
Let us fix a positive integer r which is greater than d 1 + · · · + d c − n − c and 1 − c. Let S = P n+r and
be the rank r + c ample vector bundle on S. After choosing r sections of O S (1) that define the embedding P n ⊂ P n+r , we find that Y is the zero locus s −1 (0) of a section s of E and that codim S Y = r + c = rank E. By the isomorphism
we have a section w of O PE ∨ (1) whose zero locus X = w −1 (0) is a smooth hypersurface in PE ∨ .
4.2.
Proof of Theorem 4.1. By Proposition 4.2, it suffices to show that X is a smooth Fano variety. Because Y is a smooth complete intersection, it is straightforward to check that X is smooth by local calculation. Let
where q : PE ∨ → S denotes the projective bundle map. Consider the Euler sequence
By the adjuction formula, 
). For instance, rank 2 Fano bundles over homogeneous varieties (cf. [1, 22] ) may provide us with a sequence of Fano visitors.
Questions and problems
As discussed in §1, we can raise many interesting questions and problems related to Fano visitors and hosts. Since we have sufficiently many Fano visitors, it seems reasonable to introduce the following. The definitions of Fano number and Fano function make sense because of Theorem 2.6. The following problem seems quite natural.
Problem 5.2. Find the Fano number of a quartic surface, a quintic 3-fold, or more generally a complete intersection Calabi-Yau variety.
A direct consequence of Theorem 3.5 is that the Fano dimension of an elliptic curve is at most 3 and that of a quartic surface is at most 4 while that for a quintic 3-fold is at most 5. A Calabi-Yau hypersurface Y ⊂ P n has Fano dimension at most n + 1. If Y ⊂ P n is a codimension r Calabi-Yau complete intersection, then Y has Fano dimension at most n + r − 2. For instance, Kuznetsov's result in [17] says that certain cubic 4-folds are Fano hosts, with h 3,1 = 1, of K3 surfaces. When (P) requires X to be a hypersurface in a toric variety, Theorem 4.1 says that the answer is yes for all complete intersections.
We can likewise refine the definitions of Fano dimension, Fano number and Fano function with property (P). If we let (P) require X to be a hypersurface in a toric variety and let τ Y (n) be the number of deformation equivalence classes of irreducible Fano hosts X of dimension n, which is a hypersurface in a toric projective variety, then τ Y : Z >0 → Z ≥0 , n → τ Y (n) is called the toric Fano function of Y .
Since toric Fano varieties are well understood at least in low dimension, it may be possible to calculate the toric Fano function.
Problem 5.7. Calculate the toric Fano functions for low dimensional varieties.
We may consider the Fano dimension as a function fdim : ∆ → Z >0 when we are given a family of smooth projective varieties X → ∆ by considering the Fano dimensions of the fibers. Then it gives a stratification of the family and we may ask how nice this stratification is. The following is an immediate consequence of Kawamata-Viehweg vanishing theorem which tells us that weak Fano can be quite useful. Consequently, derived categories of weak Fano varieties always have canonical semiorthogonal decompositions. So it is also reasonable to ask which triangulated categories are contained in the derived categories of weak Fano varieties. 
